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Abst ract - - In  thin paper, the concept of strong homomorphlsm of fuzzy group m the sense of [4] 
is given. The fundamental homomorphlsm theorem of fuzzy group, m the sense of strong homomor- 
phlsm, is also obtained. We built a category FGrp of fuzzy groups and strong homomorphism and 
show that category FGrp and the category Grp of group and homomorphism are not eqmvalent 
These dmcussmns show that fuzzy group is different from classical group (~) 2005 Elsewer Ltd All 
rights reserved 
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In [1], we presented a new kind of fuzzy group in a different sense to Rosenfeld [2]. Some people 
can think that,  just as in [3], this kind of fuzzy group has no difference from the classical group. 
However, just as we will point out, it may be on the surface that  they are the same. There is 
some new knowledge which is not found. In this paper, we will introduce a new concept of strong 
homomorphisms between fuzzy groups. We obtain the fundamental homomorphism theorem of 
fuzzy group. We will build a category FGrp of fuzzy groups and strong homomorphism and whos 
that category FGrp is not equivalent to the category Grp of groups and homomorphism. For the 
sake of simplicity, we use the same notations m [1] and concepts of catagory theory in [4]. 
Let (G, R) be a fuzzy group in the sense of [1]. Then, we have the following definition. 
DEFINITION 1. Let (G1,R1) and (G2, R2) be two fuzzy groups. If there exists a mapping f : 
G1 ~ G2, such that f(a o b) = f(a) o f(b), Va, b E G, then f is calIed a strong homomorphism 
from (G1, R1) to (a2, R2), where f (a o b)(z) = Vf(c)=z(a o b)(c) = Vf(c)=z Rl(a, b, c). 
If f is 1 - 1, it is called a strong monomorphism. 
If f is onto, it is called a strong epimorphism. 
If f is both 1 - 1 and onto, it is called a strong isomorphism. 
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Clearly, we have the following propositions. 
PROPOSITION 1. f is a strong isomorphism if and only if 
(1) f is both 1 - 1 and onto, and 
(2) Ri(a,b,c) = R2(f (a) , f (b) , / (c) ) ,  Va, b,c E Gi. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let G1 and G2 be two classical groups, f : Gi ~ G2 is a homomorphism. Let 
Ri(a,b,c)= {1,  c=ab,  {1, z=xy ,  
O, cb~ab, R2(x ,y ,z )= O, z•xy ,  
then for any 0 < 0 < 1, f is a strong homomorphism from ( G1, Ri)  to (G2, R2). 
THEOREM 1. Let f : (G1, R1) --e (G2,-R2) be a strong isomorphism and H -Ker  f = {x E Gi [ 
f(x) = e2} , then G1/H is strong isomorphic to G 2. 
PROOF. Accoring to [1], g: Gi /g  ~ G2 [ag] ~-* f(a) is both 1-1 and onto. When f(a') = f(a), 
f(b') =/(b) ,  f(c') = f(c), we have a' E ~, b' E b, c' E G and f(a') o f(b') = f(a'  o U). Then 
f (a' o b') = f (a') o f (b') = f(a) o f(b) = f (ao  b) 
and 
Then, 
U f (a' o b') = f(a o b). 
a' C=a, 
b'Eb 
V f (a' o b') (z) = f (a o b)(z), 
a'E6, 
b'Eb 
1.e. 
Then, 
V V R,(a',b',c')= V R(a,b,c'). 
a'E~ f(c;)=z f(c")=Z 
b'E~, 
V R,(a',b',c')= V R(a,b,c')= V
a' ea :(c')=z c' ~e 
b'Eb 
c' E~ 
For any z E G2, let c E Gi and f(c) = z. Then, 
g([aH] o [bH])(z) = V ([aH] o [bHl)([c'H]) 
g([c'gl)=z 
= V /ti([a, H], [bg], [c'g]) 
f(c/)=Z 
= V V 
c'E~ a'Ea 
b'Eb 
c" E c' 
= V V Ri(a,b,c") = R2(f (a) , f (b) ,z )  
c16~. cuEE '
= (f(a) o f(b))(z) 
= (g([aH]) o g([bH])) (z). 
It follows that g([aH] o [bH]) = g([aH]) o g([b, H]). Hence, g is a strong isomorphism. 
The Category FGrp of Fuzzy Groups 1955 
Let Grp be a catagory of classical groups and homomorphism and FGrp be a catagory of fuzzy 
groups and strong homomorphism. Then Grp is a subcategory of FGrp, and 
is a functor. Where 
H. FGrp --~ Grp 
(G, R) (Go) 
(G1,R1) f-~ (G2, R2) ~-+ Cl f'~ G2 
c =aob ~ R(a,b,c) > O, 
K : Grp ~ FGrp, 
(a, o) ~ (V, R), 
(al ,  o) Z (a2, o) ~ (al ,  R1) Z (a2, R2), 
is also a functor, where 0 E [0,1) is a fixed number 
Rl(a,b,c)= {1, c=ab, R2(x,y,z)= {1,  z=xy,  
0, else, 0, else. 
Clearly H o K and low (identity functor of Grp) is natural isomorphism, but K o H and 1Farp 
(identity functor of FGrp) is not natural isomorphism. Hence, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Category FGrp and Category Grp is not equivalent. 
The following example~ show that two fuzzy groups which are not isomorphic an define the 
same classical group. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let G I={" .  , -2 , -1 ,0 ,  1,2,... }, Sba={a+b+c - 2, a+b+c-  1, a+b+c+ 1, 
a+b+c+2} for a,b 6 G1 
0.8, c -=a+b,  
Rl(a,b,c)= 0.5, c=a+b- lo rc=a+b+l ,  
0, else, 
then 
0.8, z=a+b+c,  
((aob)o)(z)= 0.5, zeS  b, 
0, else, 
then (G1, R1) is a fuzzy group for any 0 E [0.5,0.8). 
If we define 
c = a + b v==~ Rl(a, b, c) > 8, 
then (G1, R1) define a group (G1, +). 
EXAMPLE 2. G2 ={ ' "  , -2 , -1 ,0 ,1 ,2 , . . .} ,T~={a+b+c-4 ,  a+b+c-3 ,  a+b+c+3,  
a+b+c+4} for a,b 6 G 
0.8, c=a+b,  
R2(a,b,c)= 0.6, c=a+b-1 ,  a+b+l ,  
0.4, c---a+b-2, a+b+2,  
0, else, 
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then 
0.8, z=a+b+c,  
( (aob) oc ) (z )= 0.6, zESt ,  
0.4, z E 7 b, 
0, else, 
then (G2, R2) is a fuzzy group for any 0 C [0.6, 0.8). 
If we define 
c= a+ b ~ R2(a,b,c) > 0 
then (G2, +) is a group and (G2, +) : (G1, +) &-- (G, +). 
Clearly, when 0 = 0.7, (G1, R1) is not strong isomorphic to (G2, R2), but they can define the 
same group (G, +). 
CONCLUSION 
In this paper, by the use of strong homomorphism, we have shown that the category FGrp of fuzzy 
group in the sense of [1] is not equivalent to the category Grp of classical group. Although a fuzzy 
group (G, R) can define a classical group just as Demirci has pointed out [3], two nonisomorphic 
guzzy groups can define the same classical group. These facts have shown that fuzzy group is 
different than a classical group. 
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